GET STARTED!
Find local events and projects in need of your help.
CitizenScienceMonth.org

Turn your curiosity into impact.
Learn how your participation can lead to new discoveries.
Citizen science connects scientists and everyday people to help accelerate research and discovery, from astronomy to zoology. SciStarter.org matches you with the right project based on your interests, location, and skills. You can make an impact!

Learn more: SciStarter.org
CITIZEN SCIENCE PROJECT:
Flu Near You

Help researchers predict where the next flu outbreak may happen by taking a few seconds each week to report your flu symptoms. All data is anonymous and confidential.

LEARN MORE:
SciStarter.org
CITIZEN SCIENCE PROJECT:
Globe at Night

Measure light pollution levels while stargazing and help scientists understand the impacts of light pollution worldwide. Submit your data and compare your light pollution levels to other reports around the world.

LEARN MORE:
SciStarter.org
CITIZEN SCIENCE PROJECT:
Debris Tracker

Report litter near you with an easy-to-use app. Share locations, categorize items, and add photos to help researchers find solutions to debris that inevitably pollutes coastlines and waterways.

LEARN MORE:
SciStarter.org
CITIZEN SCIENCE PROJECT: Stall Catchers

Play an online game to help scientists speed up Alzheimer’s research. View brief, online videos of mice brains and click to rate blood vessels as “flowing” or “stalled.”

LEARN MORE: SciStarter.org
CITIZEN SCIENCE PROJECT: ISeeChange

Investigate how local weather and climate changes are impacting your community and the world. Connect to tools that personalize, measure, and track changes in our climate, and investigate bigger-picture climate trends.

Learn more: SciStarter.org
CITIZEN SCIENCE PROJECT: Crowd the Tap

Help create a national inventory of water pipe material as a first step toward safe drinking water. Discover and share which materials were used to make your water pipes and help scientists prioritize areas for water testing.

LEARN MORE: SciStarter.org